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President Rob’s Report 

Welcome to another edition of our fine publication, the ACCCA 
Cruisepaper. By the time you get to read this edition, August 2015 will be 
done and dusted. 8 months down, four to go, then we can start it all over 
again in 2016! Bet that just set the mood at your house!  

As I reflect on the past 11 months or so since I took over at the helm, the 
underlying feeling I am getting is that the Club is in pretty good shape. 
Our membership is on the increase, with one or two new members 
signing up almost every month. And we don’t lose too many either, 
although everyone’s personal circumstances can change in a heartbeat 
(or lack of one!) so whilst we anticipate the occasional non-renewal, it’s 

mostly growth that we are seeing. 

And you only have to look at the turnouts we have been experiencing almost every run, since at least 
the beginning of the year, regularly averaging more than a dozen cars per club run. And the Mid-
Winter Christmas attracted nearly 50 people. So we are getting the support from you guys & girls too, 
which is truly and genuinely appreciated.  

I am fortunate to have alongside me as my committee some of the most enthusiast and dedicated 
people I have been privileged to work with. Many hands make light work, as the saying goes and 
whilst we don’t actually have that many ‘hands’, those we do have are not afraid to get stuck in and 
contribute as much as they can, when they can, for the Club. It’s a good team, for sure. 

It is coming up election time again soon, however, and I know that we will soon sadly be losing Enid 
Service (ably supported by hubby Brian) as they intend to skip the ditch towards the end of the year 
for some touring around Australia. We wish them all the best. So there will be at least one position on 
the committee to fill, and to be honest, we wouldn’t mind one or two more to join us, just to inject some 
new ideas into the mix. Are you keen to make a difference? Unless the members have other ideas, I 
am happy to stand again for President for another term. It has been immensely satisfying for me to 
see the Club prosper the way it has been of late (a better economic climate than a few years back 
certainly helps), and we have had some awesome events with more in the planning stages, so let’s 
keep this momentum going.  

And if you don’t wish to join us in any ‘official’ capacity, never be afraid to pick up the phone or send 
one of us an email and let us know your thoughts on the direction of the club, good or bad (we’ll just 
ignore the bad ones… nah, just kidding!) and we’ll take them on board. Likewise, we are always open 
to new ideas for club runs, events to attend etc, as that is half the challenge – trying to keep things 
fresh and different enough that you guys want to keep on coming out in your classics! After all, is that 
not what owning a Classic is all about??  

Please note that included with this issue of the Cruisepaper is the ACCCA 2015 Postal Voting 
Form for the election of the committee, so please take time to fill it out and return as indicated. 

That’s all from me. Take care and see you at the next event!  

Rob Milligan 



Russell’s Ramblings 
Hi there folks, you may be wondering about the rogue’s gallery featured on the front 
cover of this issue. This shot of the ACCCA committee (less Ed du Plessis who was 
away at the time) was taken at the recent mid-winter Christmas lunch at The Howick 
Club, and shows that your club committee is just another group of enthusiastic 
individuals who love American classic vehicles, just like all of you in fact. 
 
They are not paid to organise events and club runs, run the club finances, or lug club 
gazebos/BBQs/flags to outings and store them all year round, but volunteer to 
undertake these things because they get a buzz seeing all members have the 
opportunity to be involved in the hobby we all share and enjoy. They meet three or four 
times a year to set out and plan events that they think members will find interesting 
and fun, along with the more mundane aspects of committeeing on what is basically a 
social club of folks with many hobbies and interests from all walks of life. 
 
So next time you are reading the club upcoming events and think “what are they 
thinking going to an event like this” or “why didn’t they do to this instead”, take time to 
put your thoughts into an email with a suggestion so the committee know what you 
want. Or better still, put yourself forward to be involved and join the committee, so you 
can have a say on what happens.  
 
Ciao 4 now, regards Russell  
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Dearest Mother-in-Law 

 
I haven't spoken to my mother-in-law in four years. I don't like to interrupt. 
 
I'm not saying my mother-in law is a bad cook, but she uses the smoke alarm for a 
timer. 
 
My mother-in-law and I were happy for twenty years. Then we met each other. 
 
What are the two worst things about your mother-in-law? Her faces. 
 
I just got back from a pleasure trip. I took my mother-in-law to the airport. 
 
I bought my mother-in-law a chair for Christmas. Unfortunately she's refusing to plug it in. 
 
Mother-in-law: "One day I'm going to dance on your grave". Son-in-law: "I hope so, I'm going to be buried at sea". 
 
Why would you rather deal with a pit-bull than your mother-in law? Because a pit-bull will eventually let go. 
 
Lawyer: "Your mother-in-law has passed away. Do you want her buried, enbalmed or cremated?" 
Client: "Best take no chances - order all three". 
 
Why do they bury mothers-in-law 18 feet under the ground and everyone else at 6 feet? 
Because deep down they really are very nice people. 
 
I took my mother-in-law to Madame Tussaud's Chamber of Horrors. One of the attendants said: "Best keep her 
moving Sir, we're stocktaking". 
 
How do you stop your mother-in-law from drowning? Take your foot off her head. 
 
What is the definition of mixed emotions? Seeing you mother-in-law drive over a cliff in your new car.  
 
Last night the local Peeping Tom knocked on my mother-in-law's door and asked her to keep her blinds shut. 
 
A pharmacist tells a desperate customer: "Sorry, but if you want to buy arsenic you need a legal prescription, a 
picture of your mother-in-law isn't enough. 
 
What do mothers-in-law drive? A broom. 
 
What's the worst penalty for bigamy? Two mothers-in-law! 
 
Honolulu? Well, it’s got everything: sand for the children, sun for you and the wife, and sharks for the mother-in-
law. 
 
What is the definition of a mother-in-law? A woman who destroys her son-in-law's peace of mind by giving him a 
piece of hers. 
 
Two cannibals have just finished a big meal. One turns to the other, and whilst rubbing his stomach says: "You 
know, I just ate my mother-in-law, and she still doesn't agree with me!" 
 
Did you hear about the bloke who threw his mother-in-law into the crocodile pit at the zoo? He's being taken to 
Court by the SPCA for cruelty to animals. 
 
And finally, strange, but true..."Mother-in-law" is an anagram of "woman Hitler". 



INTRODUCING………..

 
 
Peter and June Lee who joined the club in May this year. 
 
1975 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royal Convertible, purchased in December 2014 and powered by an Olds 
350cid with Hydromatic transmission, and is standard except for new paint and American Racing alloy 
wheels. Mileage is believed to be genuine 56k, and car has factory build sheet and documentation. 
Imported by Murray Robertson (Barry's Point Panel & Paint, Takapuna) who prepped and painted it. 
  
Peter is a retired mechanic who has owned many American cars in the past, and lives in Coatesville 
with June (Wife & hand brake), 1 dog (Chevy) 1 cat, 4 sheep (lawn mowers) and some chooks. 
  
Peter was involved with Motor Holdings Team Skoda Rally Team in the late 60s/early 70s with 
Graham Boot as manager, Laurie Evans and Colin Whyte as drivers. He also did some Formula Vee 
with Tim Holt and Paul King, along with Formula Pacific, Formula Ford 1600, and Formula 5000, 
which was nearly 20 years of what was he says was supposed to be fun! 
 



ACCCA Hanger Bar Cruise – June 14 
Sunday June 14th was the monthly breakfast at the Hanger Bar, Central Park Drive Henderson. The 
club committee decided we needed a little ‘filler’ between some pretty decent Club runs of late, and 
the monthly gathering of hot rods and classics at the Hanger was earning itself an excellent reputation 
within the hobby.  

Those of us not from out west met up at our usual Westy meeting point at Westgate, and about 13 of 
us then toured slowly through residential Massey, down Don Bucks Road then onto Triangle Road and 
into Henderson. A quick blat across Lincoln Road and onwards down Central Park Drive to be greeted 
with a semi-full Hanger Bar Car Park already…..and it wasn’t even 10am and the Hanger Bar wasn’t 
open yet!  

There was already heaps of variety, including a healthy addition of ACCCA members already there 
waiting for us. Good effort again everyone, seriously!  

Once we all got parked up, it was time for a wander around the increasingly full car park, with 
additional parking behind The Hanger also filling rapidly. The scene was one of almost constant 
change as cars came and went all morning.  

After a healthy dose of chin-wagging and photo-taking (thank you to Wayne Sullivan for these ones), 
hunger pains lured us in to the premises to try there breaky. And it was good too, I have to say.  

Afterwards, there was still time for another wander around and yet more cars to view and admire, 
before heading off to do our own thing. All up, a really feel-good gathering of like-minded enthusiasts 
and certainly a breakfast I will have to attend again.  

And what a neat little run to do as a Club, just what we needed mid-winter. The run prize for the day of 
a $20 gift card (a new addition to our outings to those who turn up in their classic) went to Wayne 
Sullivan in his 1963 Ford Fairlane. 

Rob Milligan  

  

  

 



COOLY ROCKS ON – COOLANGATTA  JUNE 2015 
In the five years since this car show was called the Wintersun it 
has gone from strength to strength and is now a major festival on 
the Gold Coast, held every June on the beachfront at Coolangatta. 
Not only does it attract thousands of locals plus hot rodders from 
NSW and Queensland but there are plenty of Kiwi car buffs also who 
make the visit across the Tasman to combine a few days of classic cars with a warm 
holiday and to get away from our cold biting winter. The local paper said well over 100,000 people 
attended the show over the two main days. 
The days leading up the long weekend are also part of the festival with Rock and Roll dancing 
competitions and a myriad of bands playing gigs at all the local pubs and eateries. 
The Saturday was brilliantly fine to kick off the main show with a parade of floats, and dancers on the 
back of huge flat back trucks wending their way round the waterfront from Kirra to Coolangatta. 
Interspersed were marching bands and classic cars making up the procession and all taking the best 
part of a couple of hours to complete the parade. 
Then it was time to enjoy the hundreds of classic cars exhibited to their best for everybody to inspect 
in as much detail as time would allow before moving on to the next.  There were rods and classics of 
all makes and years, some in immaculate repair and some just loved and driven.  As usual there were 
the numerous stages set up throughout Coolangatta with a great variety of musicians all beating out 
the rhythms of years long past, but all music that the oldies of that generation still enjoy. The crowds 
watching all had their toes tapping and the lively ones were all putting on a great performance of Rock 
and Roll dancing. 
One of the superb restorations on display was a green 1952 
Chevrolet Delivery. The owner Nigel Sheiles bought it four years ago 
in California and has since spent $A150,000 and an eight month 
restoration and rebuild job. It was shipped over to NZ for the Beach 
Hop earlier in the year before returning it to QLD in time for this 
show.  Another local is Bill Budd who has been driven by the 
challenge of finding abandoned and neglected classics and restoring 
them to their former glory. While he has had numerous classics over 
the years that he has restored his latest is a superb 1939 Pontiac 
Convertible which has been on display during the weekend. 
Some great shows were on over the weekend, particularly at the Twin Towns RSL Club but also in the 
huge marquee on the beachfront.  Featured was a visiting British rockabilly sensation Si Cranston 
hailed as the king of vintage sound and who is a favourite at nostalgia festivals around the world.  
This car event is a great favourite with Kiwis and members from our club have indicated they were 
coming over for the weekend. I’m sure they were there amongst the crowds checking out the neat 
cars.   
Another great car show has come and gone and it’s a great chance for an Aussie holiday as well. 
Check out all the photos of the event in the Gallery section on the club website 
www.americanclassiccars.org.nz  
 

 



 

  

 

  

  

  
 



MID YEAR CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON – 28 JULY 2015      
 
This year it was time for something completely different in venue for 
our mid year Christmas shindig as on all the previous occasions we 
had gathered out west somewhere. As nice as they were it was time 
to try the land of the rising sun and venture somewhere to the east 
of the city for a change,as quite a few of our club members hail from 
the eastern suburbs. We scouted around a few venues and came 
up with a place that seemed to fit the bill spot on. The Howick Club 
in Auckland’s east seemed an ideal place to hold our mid year Christmas and it had all the features we 
needed, a private room that would handle us all, a bar and best of all great food. 
 
Even the weather on Sunday the 28th was kind to us allowing many of the club members to venture 
out mid winter in their classic cars even though it was a bit cold, being that time of year.  We had a 
good muster this year with 50 odd in number attending, counting members and friends. We all 
gathered at around 11.30 for a bit of pre lunch banter and a few drinks before tucking into a fair 
dinkum Christmas dinner. The food was tops and enjoyed by all especially the deserts that drew many 
back for seconds and even thirds. 
 
The afternoon was finished off in fine form with Rob Milligan again pulling out of the hat one of his 
accomplished quiz shows which kept everybody entertained for a couple of hours. It was after three 
o’clock before we all were starting to move towards home after a very enjoyable day. 
This annual mid year lunch highlights the half way mark through the year and just goes to show how 
quickly the year is passing. Something to do with getting older they say.  Anyhow it was worth waiting 
for and as usual it turned out to be a great afternoon for all. 
Now we all patiently wait for the sunny weather that will bring the cars out and the country runs to 
begin in earnest.     

 

   



  

 

 

 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 
Please welcome the following new members who have joined the club over the last few months, and 
don’t forget to say hi to them if you see them on the next club run:-  
 
Phil & Robyn Bourke -1959 Ford Galaxy 
Murray Kee & Francis Kent -1974 Corvette Stingray 
Peter & June Lee -1975 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale convertible 
Steve Mabbett & Sharon Gladwell -1972 Lincoln Continental Mk IV 
Derrick & Marissa Penfold -1977 Cadillac Fleetwood 
Rosalie Woodcock -1960 Ford Thunderbird 

 



A Frozen Weekend Away 
We figured it was about time we had a weekend away, so when a Grab One came up for a stay in 
Rotorua, we nabbed it. A quick search of upcoming events showed the Rotorua Swap meet was 
scheduled for July 12, so a place and time was quickly sorted.  
 
The week leading up to our weekend away was one of the iciest of the winter throughout the country, 
but after all Rotorua couldn’t be that much colder than Auckland, surely? The navigator had decided 
that we should take the daily driver rather than the Pontiac, as she wanted comfort over style. The 
drive over the Mamaku Ranges just before our destination revealed frosty white road verges that 
obviously stayed all day without any sun, with all the puddles on the roadside frozen over, but we sure 
were toasty warm inside the car. 
 
Rotorua was sunny for our walk around the Lakefront Reserve, but 
venture into the shade with the southerly breezes and there sure was 
a bite in the air. Our hotel down by Whakarewarewa had thermal wall 
heaters which made the rooms really hot, so you can imagine the 
shock when I ventured out early on Sunday morning to head for the 
swap meet, with the cars covered in a thick layer of frost. These 
classics parked next to our car evidenced how heavy the frost was, 
as the Zodiac on the left is normally all black. 
 
The swap meet car park at the speedway in Paradise Valley Road was half full when I arrived at 8.30 
(Cindy stayed in the hotel in the warmth) but was quickly filling up. The ground was white and frozen, 
so it wasn’t muddy walking the hundreds of swap sites, and it was busy with plenty of buyers and 
lookers. Neil and Dave Roper were selling their models in one of the sheds (where they slept 
overnight wrapped in duvets and sleeping bags, braver than me for sure), and Shane was spotted 
eagerly checking out the swap sites looking for that ‘elusive’ item. The stalls seemed to be selling 
plenty of stuff, along with the hot chip and coffee stands. 
 
There was also a car show above the stands, with some tidy looking vehicles amongst them. After a 
couple of hours wandering, it was time to head back to the car to thaw out the feet. This is a really 
popular swap meet, and if you haven’t been before, it is well worth the effort to have a look next year. 
A leisurely drive back home via Tirau and Cambridge to do some shopping and sightseeing completed 
a great weekend away, and a break from the humdrum of Auckland.                 Russell & Cindy Wilson 

  

 
 



CRC Speedshow 2015 
Held on the weekend of July 17th-18th, the CRC Speedshow 
is a must see for Petrolheads of all ages and genders. By 
the time my bro-in-law and I arrived on the Saturday, the 
weather had moderated somewhat. And probably a good 
thing too, as the morning was simply shocking as Auckland 
turned it on with a localised storm that create absolute 
havoc at the venue. Flooding and high winds put paid to 
much of the outdoor activities (and several of the marques 
outside, I believe) and made things very unpleasant to both 
the viewing public and the organisers. 

Once inside of course, the only thing bludgeoning the 
senses was the amount to look at. Just fantastic, with all the 
big pavilions full of everything and anything automotive related, from excellent and varied trade 
stands/businesses covering almost every aspect of performance, be it media (Petrolhead/NZ Rodder) 
to Women in Motorsport to Scale remote control racing, from Classic Retro motorbikes to multi-
thousand dollar Bentleys and Astons. And then there were the Hot Rods…. NZ’s finest all gathered in 
one place for a full-on weekend of drooling by the public and enthusiasts alike. Just superb.  

I made the mistake of ‘assuming’ my phone was fully charged, 
which of course it wasn’t, so by the time I had snapped off about 
six stills, it was shot. A pity really, as there really was so much to 
see I would have loved to have taken more. My bad…  

Great to see several of ACCCA members getting involved in one 
way or the other as well. I believe we had a few take part in the 
Meguiar’s Car Crazy Charity Cruise, Dave & Cath had their 
superb Mk2 Zodiac on display in the Classics Pavilion and Neil & 
Dave Roper had a stand there peddling their wares to the die-
cast and plastic model enthusiasts. And of course the crew from 

Petrolhead were there proudly promoting all aspects of the automotive hobby as only they can. 
Admittedly, I never saw Alistair but Shirley assured me he was lurking around the traps somewhere!  

Overall, a great show and a credit to the CRC Speedshow 
organisers/promotors and Sponsors. I personally would not 
have minded seeing a few more rally cars, like the giant-
killing Mk2 Escort BDA that Hayden Paddon used to win 
the recent Otago Rally outright in, or any of the current 
classic rally participants cars for that matter, but I guess 
there are any number of reasons why perhaps a few more 
of these was simply not possible.  

 

It was still a great way to spend several quality hours (and lots 
of money if you were not careful!) admiring a truly wonderful 
array of some of this country’s finest performance and 
competition vehicles and related trades. Bring on CRC 
Speedshow 2016… let’s hope the weather is better next year!             

Rob Milligan 



Huljich Military Collection Shed Raid – 26 July 2015 
After a simply spectacular week weather wise leading up to our planned shed raid to see the Huljich 
Military Collection, the Sunday itself turned to custard with showers in the morning and widespread 
rain scheduled for the afternoon. Which made it all the more surprising how many were at the 
Westgate meeting place, with 12 classics and 7 daily drivers totalling 32 participants in all. 
 
A short tiki tour through the Westie countryside around Whenuapai Air Base that included a loop 
around Herald Island (where Graeme and Gwen, and Chris joined in) had us arrive at the huge Huljich 
Shed housing the collection. The number of vehicles, along with the standard of restoration and the 
subsequent maintenance is a real credit, firstly to their late father Nick, and then to Allan and Kevin for 
keeping it going.  
 
The collection consists of the following:- 
* 1945 Willys GPW Jeep - owned since 1965, and served it's time aboard the navy ship The Royalist      
during WW2, and was used around the ship and to drive the Captain on-shore 
* 1956 Willys Hotchkiss Jeep  
* 1942 Dodge 6x6 Troop Carrier - purchased the from New Caledonia in 1987 
* 1941 25-pounder field gun - purchased from Australia, this gun fires a 87mm projectile up 12.253 
meters at a velocity of 532 meters per second, was built in 1941 and is the first of it's type to have the 
ability to turn 360 degrees on it's platform 
* 1965 RL Bedford truck (ex NZ Army) 
* 1970 International 6x6 (ex NZ Army) 
* 1948 Corgi Paratrooper Mk2 Motor Bike - used by troops and dropped out of an airplane in its own 
cap-shell by parachute 
* WW2 BSA Paratrooper folding Bicycle - folds in half and was also used by troops, and was held in 
front of the person who parachuted from the plane 
* 1970 Chev C10 Pickup - brought in from America and owned by Kevin, this truck has been restored 
and is all original with a 307 engine with a 3 speed manual gear box 
 
There is also a real genius in the family, with Kevin engineering and creating an electric car, by 
converting a standard Toyota Echo into an all-electric vehicle. The standard of work on this was 
absolutely amazing, with all the batteries and electric motor fitted without altering the structure in any 
way, enabling the car to be put back to standard if required.  
 
After an hour or so of perusing the wonders, everybody headed off to the Hallertau Brewery and 
Winery on the Coatesville-Riverhead Highway for lunch. By this time it was raining steadily, and it 
seemed everybody else out west had decided to go there for lunch as well, and the car park was 
overflowing, and adding some extra long Yank Tanks to the mix didn’t help much either. Luckily Dave 
had reserved some tables as the numbers had swelled to 38, and everybody settled down, some with 
a few craft beers (as you do) to enjoy a great lunch and a very pleasant afternoon. 
 
The run prize for the day of a $20 petrol card  went to Mike and Nicola Blythe in their 1955 Pontiac 
Star Chief. 
 

   
 



CLUB RUN TO THE PARKERS – SUNDAY  16Th AUGUST 
Every now and then it all comes together perfectly and last Sunday was just one of those days. Firstly 
for a late winter’s day it turned out to be a good one, sunny and no rain, secondly we had the best 
collection of members and cars that we had assembled for a run in a long time, and thirdly we were off 
to see the Parkers. 
The home of Dave Parker and Catherine Tristram is worth a look even if you don’t like classic cars but 
if you do it is a must see. Situated on a delightful three acre property at Bombay it has to hold one of 
the best collections of classic vehicles you are likely to see anywhere around Auckland.   
We started the day off by all assembling at the southern motorway truck stop at Papakura ready for a 
cruise through the delightful Hunua countryside where we motored through narrow country roads 
turning more than a few heads along the way. Before too long we reached the motorway again at 
Bombay and it was just a brief drive down the old State Highway to Dave and Cath’s place where they 
had everything in place for the club visit. The property looked a picture and by the time all the visiting 
cars had been assembled around the main building it was really a sight. 
The Parkers have certainly done a great job setting up their own cars for display with the main hall 
displaying eleven pristine presented vehicles including trucks and cars, some pre war and some 
classic models built during the fifties.  All around on the walls was car memorabilia and even vintage 
petrol pumps standing ready to serve. They have even more vehicles in the surrounding buildings 
making it a very impressive collection indeed. 
In the mezzanine area upstairs in the main shed there were countless model cars and other historical 
pieces of a car world now long gone.  All the visitors, particularly those who had not visited before 
were captivated by all the images and the vehicles of an age gone by.  Enough to make you hungry 
you would think. 
And sure enough a load of pizzas from Domino’s in Pukekohe arrived on the doorstep , 27 to be exact, 
which settled everybody down for quite a while as they chomped through box after box.  
It was also a great chance for club members to have a chinwag and catch up as well as soaking up all 
the car atmosphere that was around. All in all a great day made even better by the weather and the 
hospitality of Dave and Cath. A big thanks from the club and a big hand from everyone who attended 
on Sunday. It is days like this that makes the car world special. 
The run prize for the day of a $20 gift card went to Murray & Gae Sinclair in their new 1955 Dodge 
Regent 2 Dr Pillarless V8 RHD Auto. 
 

 

 
        
 





Hot Dates for Sep-Oct-Nov  
Sep.   

6 NZ Petrolhead breakfast at Bellagio, Plunket Avenue, Manukau from 7.30am 
6 NZ Petrolhead Father’s Day Drags, Meremere Dragway, Meremere 
6 HRSCC annual swap meet, Pukekohe Showgrounds, Station Road from 8am 
6 Westies Café breakfast, 7 Totara Avenue, New Lynn, 9-11am 

12 Nth.Shore Rod & Custom Twilight Swap Meet, Hillside Road, Glenfield from 2pm 
13 ACCCA run to Warbirds Ardmore. Meet at Ryan Place, Manukau from 10am to 

depart 10.30. Cruise from Ardmore at 12.30pm to Shane & Julia’s Place for BBQ. 
BYO chairs and club will supply food, tea/coffee, and soft drinks.  

13 Wild West Sundays Breakfast, The Hanger, 104 Central Park Drive, from 10am 
14 Renegade R&C burger, Bar Africa, 1 William Pickering Drive, Albany from 6.30p 
20 Mid West Street Rods’ breakfast, Mitre 10 Mega, Westgate from 8.30-10.30am 
27 Caffeine & Classics, Smales Farm, Northcote Road, Takapuna, 10am-1pm 
27 Renegade R&C SPCA show & auction, 50 Westney Road, Mangere from 10am 
27 Auckland Mustang Club show, 159 Brightside Road, Stanmore Bay 10am to 4pm 

Oct.  
1 Yank Tank Thursday, Botany Town Centre, East Auckland from 6pm 
4 ACCCA run to Paeroa Historic Maritime Museum & Park. Meet at BP Papakura, 

Southern Motorway from 9.30am to depart at 10. Admission per adult is $25 
(children at reduced price) includes museum visit, paddleboat ride, and lunch. 

4 NZ Petrolhead breakfast at Bellagio, Plunket Avenue, Manukau from 7.30am 
4 Westies Café breakfast, 7 Totara Avenue, New Lynn, 9-11am 

11 Wild West Sundays Breakfast, The Hanger, 104 Central Park Drive, from 10am 
12 Renegade R&C burger, Bar Africa, 1 William Pickering Drive, Albany from 6.30p 
18 Papakura R&C show/swap meet, Bruce Pulman Park, Walters Road, Takanini 
18 Mid West Street Rods’ breakfast, Mitre 10 Mega, Westgate from 8.30-10.30am 
25 Caffeine & Classics, Smales Farm, Northcote Road, Takapuna, 10am-1pm 
30 Night Speed Drag Wars #1, Meremere Dragway, Meremere 
31 Drags Test & Tune #1, Meremere Dragway, Meremere 

Nov.  
1 NZ Petrolhead breakfast at Bellagio, Plunket Avenue, Manukau from 7.30am 
1 Westies Café breakfast, 7 Totara Avenue, New Lynn, 9-11am 
1 Competition Meeting #1, Meremere Dragway, Meremere, gates open 10am 
8 Wild West Sundays Breakfast, The Hanger, 104 Central Park Drive, from 10am 
9 Renegade R&C burger, Bar Africa, 1 William Pickering Drive, Albany from 6.30p 

14-15 ACCCA weekend away to BOP Mustang Club All USA Day in Tauranga. Meet at 
BP Papakura, Southern Motorway from 9.30am to depart at 10. Club stays at 
Baywatch Motor Inn (0800 229928 bookings essential @ concession rate of $145 
per night) with good offstreet parking and close stroll to Sat. night dinner venue. 

15 Mid West Street Rods’ breakfast, Mitre 10 Mega, Westgate from 8.30-10.30am 
22 ACCCA run to NSVCC swap meet & car show at Albany. Meet at Poenamo Hotel 

car park on Northcote Road from 8am to depart at 8.30. Classic car, driver & 
passenger free entry, extras $5, and show will finish around 1pm 

29 Caffeine & Classics, Smales Farm, Northcote Road, Takapuna, 10am-1pm 

 

Should an ACCC event (in yellow above) need to be cancelled, deferred or the 
venue changed due to unforseen circumstances or inclement weather, an email 
will be sent the day before the event. Please check emails prior to departure. 

 
 
Refer to the latest issue of NZ Petrolhead & NZ Rodder for more information on dates and 
times, or for a subscription phone Sara on 09 263 5305. 
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